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Part One: The Basic First Window 
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1. Where do we change into 

Object/Edit modes? 

 

2. How do we drag an object in 

the Y direction, the X direction or 

the Z? 

 

3. How can we change the “grab” 

arrows to “size” squares or 

“rotate” circles? 

 

4. If I wanted to copy (otherwise 

known as ‘duplicate’) an object 

what button do I press? 

 

5. If I wanted to select an object 

which mouse button do I press? 

What if my mouse doesn’t have 

that mouse button? 



Part Two: The Important Keys 

1. Once in Edit Mode how do I 

choose to select the dots , lines 

or squares on an object? 

 

2. Here are some important keys 

to press: 

         = grab (to move stuff) 

         = scale (to resize objects 

         = rotate (to spin objects) 

         = extrude (to grow new 

things like arms…) 

 

3. What happens when I press 

the ALT key and the LEFT mouse 

button and I move the mouse? 

4. How do I change my view to 

the Front, the Side or the 

Camera? 

 

5.  If I make a mistake I press CTRL and           at the same time. These are the UNDO keys.  



 

Part Three: Building Something 

Follow this set of instructions: 

1. Go to File → New  (to start a clean new scene)

2. Go into Edit Mode (remember to click the Object mode button near the bottom)

3. Click the button that selects squares (the fancy name for squares are 

4. Click the “Subdivide” button on the left of the screen (if its no

5. Find the box on the left that says “Cuts” and choose

Take a break… save your file by going File → Save 

6. Go to Front View  

7. Press the “A” key (“A” stands for ALL - this unselects or selects everything 

8. Press the “B” key and left click and drag over the 

each other 

9. Press the Delete key on your keyboard then press 

ALT + Left click + Move to see what you have made so far. 

10. Find the button that looks like a Spanner – it is just along from the Camera button. This is the 

11. Now click the “Add modifiers” button and look for one that is called 

12. See if you can see the button that says “Clipping

13. Now ALT + Left click + Move around until you can see the side of the cube that is all squares.

14. Right click the square (face) that is the third back on the top row 

15. Press the “E” , choose “Individual faces” and move the “arm” outwards.

16. Repeat step 14 to make a square on the end of the arm.

17. Now, ALT + Left click + Move until you can see underneath our box (with arms)

18. Right click the square, third back on the side of the box

19. Right click the square that will become our foot and 

20. Move to the top of our cube, select the third cube back in the middle of the box and 

21. Extrude again just a little then press the “S” key and make it 

22. Extrude again to make the rest of the head, then another small one, then size (“

23. Last step  - Spanner (modifiers), click the “Add modifiers

Save your creation – we’ve only just begun… 

(to start a clean new scene) 

(remember to click the Object mode button near the bottom) 

Click the button that selects squares (the fancy name for squares are ‘faces’ – see the three buttons next to the “Global” button)

” button on the left of the screen (if its not there then press the W key when your mouse is over the cube)

” and choose 3 cuts – now it should look like the diagram on the last page

this unselects or selects everything – press it again to see the difference) 

” key and left click and drag over the left hand column of squares on your cube – you should now have 4 orange squares stacked on top of 

key on your keyboard then press Enter when the message comes up 

ALT + Left click + Move to see what you have made so far.  

it is just along from the Camera button. This is the Modifiers button -

” button and look for one that is called Mirror. DO NOT click the Explode button – trust me.

Clipping” – tick it 

around until you can see the side of the cube that is all squares. 

the square (face) that is the third back on the top row to select it– it should turn orange 

and move the “arm” outwards. 

Repeat step 14 to make a square on the end of the arm. 

until you can see underneath our box (with arms) 

the square, third back on the side of the box and repeat steps 14-15 to make a leg 

the square that will become our foot and extrude (“E”) it out 

the third cube back in the middle of the box and extrude it upwards to make a neck

” key and make it Bigger (head sized – nothing silly) 

again to make the rest of the head, then another small one, then size (“S”) it to cap off the head 

Add modifiers”  but instead of selecting ‘mirror’ select “Subdivision surface
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see the three buttons next to the “Global” button) 

t there then press the W key when your mouse is over the cube) 

now it should look like the diagram on the last page 

 

you should now have 4 orange squares stacked on top of 

 Click it. 

trust me. 

it upwards to make a neck 

Subdivision surface” 

Some Apple 

computers don’t 

have a right clicker 

– just press 

CMD/Apple when 

you left click 


